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1 Purpose

Whole slide microscopy images (WSIs) used in digital pathology are often ex-
tremely large. A 40× WSI can have approximately 200k × 100k color pixels re-
sulting in an uncompressed size of ∼ 56 gigabytes [1]. This exceeds the amount
of RAM and GPU memory on most systems. Thus, special data handling is
required to store, read, process and display these images.

With the increasing integration of digital pathology into clinical practice
worldwide, there is a need for tools that can assist clinicians in their daily prac-
tice. Today, there are many open-source softwares for visualizing and performing
image analysis on WSIs, e.g. QuPath [2], Cytomine [3], Orbit [7]. Still, most of
these alternatives do not support deployment of trained deep neural networks,
which is known to outperform traditional image processing methods on complex
image analysis tasks such as classification, segmentation and object detection.

As most developers that work with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
train their models in Python using frameworks like TensorFlow and Keras, it is
important that the platform supports deployment of these models. A solution
to this may be to deploy models using Python directly, using the same libraries,
as it is done in Orbit. However, inference is quite optimized in Python, since the
the actual inference engines, such as TensorFlow are written in C++ and have
Python bindings. The Python language itself is not fast and is not well-suited
for large scale, high performance software development. Also, there are currently
no good solutions for visualizing WSIs in Python. Most existing platforms have
chosen to use Java/Groovy as the main language. While boasting good multi-
platform support and being a modern object-oriented language, the performance
of Java compared to C and C++ is debated. It is possible to deploy TensorFlow-
based models in Java, using the DeepLearning4J library, but its support for
layers and architectures is currently quite limited. The core of most inference
engines, such as TensorFlow, is written in C++. We argue that due to the high-
performance demand of processing and visualizing WSIs, modern C++ together
with GPU libraries such as OpenCL and OpenGL are better suited to create such
software. Thus, we propose to use and extend the existing high-performance C++
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framework FAST [6] to develop an open-source platform for reading, visualizing
and processing WSIs using deep neural networks.

2 Methods

FAST [6] was introduced in 2015 as a framework for high performance med-
ical image computing and visualization using multi-core CPUs and GPUs. In
2019 [5], it was extended with deep neural network inference capabilities using
multiple inference engines such as TensorFlow, OpenVINO and TensorRT. In
this abstract, we describe an application called FastPathology made with FAST
which consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) and open trained neural net-
works for analysing digital pathology images. Several components were made
and added to FAST to enable processing and visualization of WSIs. The ap-
plication runs on both Windows and Ubuntu Linux and is available online at
https://github.com/SINTEFMedtek/FAST-Pathology.

Reading whole slide images - WSIs are typically stored in proprietary
formats made by various digital pathology scanner vendors. The lack of a com-
mon industry format has spawned an open-source C library called OpenSlide [4]
which can read some of these proprietary formats. Since these images are very
big, they are usually stored as tiled image pyramids. OpenSlide was added to
FAST to enable reading of these files and thereby accessing the raw color pixel
data. OpenSlide uses the operating systems’ virtual memory mechanisms which
enables one to open and read very large files without exhausting the system
memory (RAM) by streaming data on demand from disk to RAM.

Rendering whole slide images - High performance image rendering usu-
ally requires a GPU implementation. Since, GPUs also have a very limited mem-
ory size, WSIs can not fit into the GPUs memory. To this end, a virtual memory
system for WSIs on the GPU was implemented in FAST using OpenGL. In this
system, only the required tiles at the required resolution in the image pyramid
are transferred to the GPU memory as textures. Which tiles and which resolu-
tion that are required at a given time is automatically determined based on the
current position and amount of zoom of the current view of the image. Reading
tiles from disk and streaming them to the GPU takes time. Therefore, the tiles
are cached and put in a queue. The user can manually specify a maximum size in
bytes. Every time a tile is used, it is added to the back of the queue. Whenever
the queue is larger than its limit, tiles are removed from the front of the queue
and its texture deleted. Before a given tile is ready to be rendered, the best
available tiles already cached with a lower resolution are displayed instead. The
lowest resolution of the image pyramid is always present in GPU memory. Thus,
the WSI will always be displayed, even when higher resolution tiles are being
loaded. The user can thus easily pan and zoom with the mouse to visualize all
parts of a WSI with low latency and a fixed GPU memory usage.

Tissue segmentation - As WSIs are extremely large, applying a sliding
window method across the image might take several minutes, especially when
using deep neural networks. Thus, removing redundant regions such as glass
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would be of interest. In FAST, we have implemented a simple tissue detector,
that inputs a low-resolution version of the WSI, and thresholds the RGB im-
age color space based on how far away a specific RGB triplet is from the color
white. Morphological opening is then performed in order to filter away smaller
fragments around and within the tissue. All parameters were empirically deter-
mined tuned on a local breast cancer data set, but they also perform well on
WSIs from other scanners and on sections containing tissue from other organs.

Neural network processing - Inference of neural networks is done through
FAST by loading a trained model stored on disk as described in [5]. Currently,
the only neural network added to the application is patch-wise classification.
This is done by tiling the image into smaller patches at a size and magnification
level selected by the model that is in use. These tiles are then batched in a
given size and propagated through the network in parallel. The predictions are
then visualized as small squares with different colors for different classes and
varying opacity dependent on confidence. Simultaneously, new sets of patches
are processed on a different thread. FAST also supports multiclass classification.

Graphical user interface - In order to use the WSI functionality in FAST,
a good graphical user interface (GUI) is required. The GUI of FAST-Pathology
is implemented using Qt 5. Our goal is to make it user-friendly and applicable in
diagnostic pathology. Currently, the GUI is split in to two windows. The right
window shows the OpenGL window for visualizing WSIs as well as segmentations
and results from CNN prediction. The left window comprises a simple taskbar
with buttons for reading WSIs, applying algorithms or trained models on the
WSIs, toggling between different results and images, and changing the opacity.
It is also possible to remove the background class in the tumor prediction, as
it might be of interest to only study the final segment with the WSI. If a new
image is selected, all previous results are removed from the visualization. It is
also possible to deploy multiple trained models simultaneously. This may be
beneficial if the pipeline involves several steps.

Storing results - Storing results from different image analysis is an impor-
tant part of a WSI analysis platform. Currently, it is possible to store the tissue
segmentation and predictions on disk using the metaimage (.mhd/.raw) format
in FAST.

3 Results

Since this is an early implementation, results are preliminary. However, Fig. 1
shows a screenshot of the current GUI where a WSI is being processed by a neu-
ral network performing patch-wise classification to determine whether a patch
contains tumor tissue or not.

As an example, memory usage when reading, zooming around and panning
the view of a WSI (uncompressed size of ∼40.7 GBs and full resolution of
∼105k×138k pixels) for 2.5 minutes was 394.3 MB RAM and ∼0.7 GB GPU
RAM. The time from opening to visualizing a WSI was around ∼0.5 seconds
and only approximately 80.8 MB of RAM was used. However, speed may vary
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dependent on hardware. A short video of the current version of the platform can
be found on YouTube https://youtu.be/mepLWfORWQg.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the GUI on Ubuntu 18.04 as a WSI is being processed by a neural
network performing patch-wise classification displayed as a colored overlay.

4 Conclusion

Applying state-of-the-art deep neural networks on WSIs, we have developed an
open-source, AI-based platform intended for use in diagnostic pathology and
research within digital pathology. The platform is implemented in C++ using
the FAST framework. We have presented an early implementation. Key func-
tionalities are already included, and new features are currently being made. We
encourage the community to contribute to this open-source project on GitHub.
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